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some black-and-white facts about the faeroese white ... - whether it has been lost, through time,
since the last white-speckled bird was seen, or whether it might still occur in some individuals. a
remarkable bird, occurring in small numbers in a remote place, will inevitably
ardnamurchan - the red deer rut - naturetrek - through the scope as it clambered out of the sea
and over the rocks. we were driving back towards glenborrodale, when we caught a glimpse of
several birds circling in a thermal. one of them was soon identified as a male hen harrier and we
watched this beautiful raptor for several minutes.
news and comment - britishbirds - a pair of red-billed choughs pyrrho-corax pyrrhocoraxhas
successfully nested in england, at a site in west cornwall, for the first time in 50 years. the news has
delighted conservation-ists, especially in cornwall where the chough features on the
countyÃ¢Â€Â™s coat of arms. the adults, which were first seen in cornwall last summer, were
probably blown across the english channel from the small ...
biomass flow and scavengers use of carcasses after re ... - for some scavenging species such
as the red fox (vulpes vulpes) and wolverine (gulo gulo) reproductive success has been shown to
increase with additional food during winter [3,4]. humans unintentionally provide food for scavengers
through hunting and wildlife-vehicle collisions, but these sources of biomass have large temporal and
spatial variations. remains from hunter harvest are generally ...
the return of the common buzzard to warwickshire and itÃ¢Â€Â™s ... - example of how in a
relatively short time a species can re-establish itself and perhaps offers some insight into the
possible future success of the red kite ( milvus milvus ) and the common ravens ( corvus corax )
ability to recolonise lost territory.
the isle of wight in spring - naturetrek - looped track round and came across one or two red
squirrels moving through the trees; however, when we were back at the vehicle and preparing to
leave, a rather obliging young red squirrel was seen feeding happily in the trees above the car park.
unfortunately, time was ticking away so we had to head off to the port and our ferry back to the
mainland. as we left the port, a common seal popped ...
predation of arctic fox (vulpes lagopus) pups by common ... - ulation through infrared automatic
cameras, we describe the Ã¯Â¬Â•rst observation of a predation event by common ravens (corvus
corax) on arctic fox pups at their den,
corvids - riverbanks zoo - corvids are intelligent and naturally curious, providing them with a
problem to solve can keep them mentally and physically occupied for long periods of time. for
example, food items can be
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